
Unwrapping the potential  
of purposeful context  
Rosemary Hipkins writes about the elements in play when 
contexts such as road safety are used effectively to enrich  
student learning

Just lately I’ve found myself revisiting the idea that rich contexts 
really help students to learn. For me – like lots of other science 
teachers at the time– this idea first cropped up in the early 1990s. 
Science in the New Zealand Curriculum provided suggested contexts 
for the sets of concepts on every page. While many of us liked this 
idea, I can see now that we didn’t always make the best use of the 
contexts we chose. 

One problem – which I still see happening a lot – is what I now think 
of as ‘candy wrapping’. This is when a teacher uses a context to ‘wrap 
around’ learning that basically doesn’t change. The learning would 
have unfolded much the same way even if a context was not used. 
When this happens, I’ve seen students get confused about what they 
are supposed to be learning – the context or the concepts?

The road safety resources produced over the last few years model a 
much more effective way to use contexts for learning. Instead of ‘candy 
wrapping’ a concept or skill, the context is used to enlarge the learning 
in a way that deepens its purpose, making strong links to students’ interests 
and concerns in the process. The learning is ‘for’ so much more than 
learning a specific type of skill or concept (although that also happens and 
is typically memorable and effective). 

Learning in contexts of strong relevance and importance to students has 
the future-focused potential to have an ongoing impact on their lives, and 
the lives of others through how they contribute on many levels to societal 
problem-solving.

There’s something else that I’m beginning to see as an explanation for why skilled use of 
context can be so effective. That something is the emotional punch that road safety contexts 
(and other similarly rich contexts) pack. Neuroscience now tells us that emotions are at least 
as important as the cognitive components of learning, if not more so. Yet traditionally, most of 
our attention has been on cognitive issues and challenges. 

If we want to educate good citizens we need them to care about their learning and to see 
ways they can be proactive in contributing to a better society for everyone. This is one of the 
key messages of the curriculum’s key competencies of course. It’s wonderful to see that 
potential brought vividly to life in the road safety resources.  

Rosemary Hipkins is a chief 
researcher at NZCER. With three 
colleagues, she has recently written 
a book called Key Competencies for 
the Future that expands on the 
ideas outlined here.  

CROSS-CURRICULAR POSSIBILITIES
Alex Le Long believes that with extra planning, it should be possible for teachers 
to help students extend their understanding through more opportunities for 
active learning.

“For example, if they did their analysis of a road safety video in English, then they 
went to their photography class to develop their ideas there in a more solid way 
and then came back and used the images in their English presentation. 

“Thinking outside the box is possible with NCEA assessment – by still sticking to 
the criteria for assessment but collaborating more with other colleagues and 
other departments.”



Download Party in the Car and other resources:  
  education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/secondary

WHAT IT TAKES TO PUT  
A HIGHWAY UNDERGROUND

YEAR 12 ENGLISH CLASSES ARE ANALYSING ROAD SAFETY AD CAMPAIGNS FOR NCEA, DRAWING  ON THEIR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF HOW YOUNG PEOPLE BEHAVE ON OR NEAR OUR ROADS.

A year 12 English class were asked by teacher Alex Le Long 
to discuss normalised behaviour among young road users.

The class at Western Heights High School made a 
continuum – after all, they figured, typical behaviours 
range from acceptable to unacceptable. By the end of the 
exercise, 100 post-it notes were stuck to a wall.

Alex was impressed by the level of awareness they 
displayed on issues including distractions and seat belts. 
Finding ways to draw on prior knowledge has helped her 
classes during the past two years to assess texts with a 
road safety theme.

Alex and colleagues use the NCEA Level 2 assessment 
resource Party in the Car. This supports achievement 
standard 91107: Analyse aspects of visual and/or oral text(s) 
through close viewing and/or listening, supported by evidence.

Last year, texts selected by her students included the TV 
ads “Ghost Chips” (from the Legend ad campaign) and 
Blazed, directed by Taiki Waititi. Both use humour to 
engage their target audience. 

“For the students and for me in this area, those two ads 
are really well understood,” says Alex.

Students had studied Waititi as a film-maker and could 
identify his style, while the school has a special connection 
to “Ghost Chips”.

“The ‘Ghost Chips’ actor (Darcey-Ray Flavell-Hudson) 
went to our school and there’s still a billboard of him on 
the science block. It’s still really funny for the students – 
they still quote the ad at school, especially at the canteen 
line,” says Alex.

Alex says selecting texts with strong relevance helps 
students develop deeper understanding in assessed work.

“They not only have their prior knowledge of ad 
campaigns and from local road safety expos but for many 
of them, they’re doing their driver licence. 

“It’s relevant; it’s something they’re interested in. They’ve 
got the basic skills in English for analysing the video and 
because they can relate to the target audience and the 
purpose of the text, they can relate to the assessment and 
the result is they show more understanding.”

She says last year’s class mostly submitted written 
reports, but one student presented her analysis as a 
Tumblr blog. Another group of students wanted to create 
their own road safety video but they did not have time 
before exams.

“It would be a really cool thing for students to make their 
own ad using the knowledge they have about road safety 
and then analyse the effectiveness of that ad in terms of 
purpose and audience,” she says. Read Cross-curricular 
possibilities, page 3.

ANALYSING WHAT’S ACCEPTABLE

http://education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/secondary
http://education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/secondary


Aotea College year 9 students in English class studied 
road safety ad campaigns, then went on to write 
persuasive letters about safety around the school gate.

Teacher Avalon Retter gave copies to the school 
trustees and principal Kate Gainsford, who used the 
letters when meeting Porirua Mayor Nick Leggett 
about planning measures for nearby streets. 

Avalon adapted a curriculum resource written by 
educator Karen Melhuish-Spencer, and released by the 
NZ Transport Agency: Safer roads: how can adverts 
make us think ‘people’, not ‘cars’? This is aimed at 
years 9-10.

The resource builds student capacity to think and act 
around three questions:

•  How and why are road safety advertisements trying 
to change what people do on the roads? 

•  What impact do the advertisements have on me, 
and people around me? 

•  How can I turn what I have learned into actions  
that make a difference to the way my community 
and I travel?

Student engagement was evident from written 
feedback:

•  “I loved the bit when we shared our ideas about  
after school. It really made me think.”

•  “I enjoyed doing the persuasive letter because  
we could change and help improve our roads.”

•  “I enjoyed writing the persuasive letter and  
coming up with things to improve society.”

Aotea College students analysed the Drive Social 
campaign, which aims to help people see driving  
as a social experience in which we share the road  
with others.

The year 9 students then discussed and wrote  
about their own experiences dealing with congestion 
at the school entrance, says Avalon. She then gave 
them a challenge. 

“I asked them what they are going to do about it. 
We’ve got all these problems we’ve have identified. 
How could we as year 9 students at Aotea College 
attempt to make a difference?”

She let the students choose the audience for their 
letters. The students came up with ideas including 
moving the location of the bus bay, having a pedestrian 
crossing leading to the bus stop, a school zone with a 
lower speed limit and changes to main roads and 
intersections further along their routes to school.
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download technology 
curriculum resources

Gerard’s unit was of his own 
devising. However, technology 
teachers can freely download, 
use and modify other technology 
curriculum resources for years 
9-10 and for NCEA level 1 
(Achievement Standard 91073: 
Implement basic procedures to 
produce a specified digital media 
outcome).

These resources give students 
scope to create digital artifacts 
which communicate road safety 
messages to a target audience. 

   education.nzta.govt.nz/
resources/secondary

Digital technologies students have mined  
New Zealand crash data to map out factors  
behind safe road use.
Computers were crunching big data sets of up to  
30,000 records as year 13 students at St Bede’s College,  
Christchurch ran investigations into road crashes.

They were using real data from a publically available source,  
the NZ Transport Agency’s Crash Analysis System (CAS). 

Teacher Gerard MacManus says CAS 
provided his students with accessible data 
with enough depth to develop their own 
lines of inquiry. He showed them how to 
access and interpret the data, and gave 
them a brief to create a story that would 
inform a website user about relationships 
found within the information.

Gerard says the technology curriculum is 
about letting students explore user stories 
and solutions inside a guided process.

“I tried to keep it as open as possible. I don’t like restricting the students about 
what they might find interesting. When you open it up and get them thinking 
about some of the aspects you get a whole different array of answers and a 
whole array of experiences for the students.”

One student looked at the relationship between 
weather conditions and crashes, another looked  
at the influence of drugs and alcohol, while a  
third investigated the extent of crashes involving 
animals and made recommendations about the 
setting of rural speed limits.

“Everyone hears about crashes but until you start 
seeing where the crashes are and whether there’s 
been alcohol or inexperienced drivers involved  
you may not understand what the causes are.  
You need to drill down into the data,” says Gerard. 

This project contributed to assessment for Level 3 achievement standard  
AS 91633, though Gerard says he would probably adapt the project to align 

with NCEA Level 2 if he 
uses the CAS data again. 
Gerard starts his new 
position at Hobsonville 
Point Secondary School  
in 2015.
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What students did

 ›  Downloaded the data:  
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/
crash-analysis-system-data/
index.html

 ›  Used Excel to examine the 
data, choose a line of inquiry 
and clean up incomplete 
records.

 ›  Put the data into MySQL  
open source database  
and ran queries.

 ›  Used the Linz coordinate 
converter to reformat  
location data. 

 ›  Created data visualisations  
in CartoDB web-based 
mapping application.

 ›  Wrote a summary of what 
they found out.

iPad
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‘I think it’s very important and like to 
include useful information like road 
safety data when I am teaching the 
maths curriculum to give relevance 
to a maths concept,’ says Sue-Tang.  
‘I came away with some resources 
that I can use immediately in the 
classroom and share with my staff 
which allow students to investigate 
data to discover some key truths 
about road safety.’

Maths teachers at Kaiapoi High 
School have already used road safety 
scenarios in problem solving 
assignments for their students.  
One that she pointed out was using 
mathematics to determine how far 
away from an object you need to be 
at a particular speed to slow your car 
down before hitting an obstacle. 

‘The road code is one thing all  
New Zealander can agree on as  
vital to everyone’s safety,’ she says. 
‘It’s important that students have  
an opportunity to see why the  
rules exist by investigating data 
themselves.’

In one Kaiapoi High School year 9-10, 
maths class, students are estimating 
safe following distances. Drivers 
make use of this all the time. Once a 
car in front of a driver passes a 
landmark, such as a mile marker or 
an exit sign, the driver counts the 
number of seconds it takes for him or 

her to pass that same marker. It’s the 
old two-second/four-second rule, 
which can tell you if you have enough 
time to stop your car if something 
happened to the car ahead.

‘So doing that, we can estimate  
safe following distances and check 
that we know we are within the 
two-second and four-second rule,’ 
she says.

Teachers are also making use of 
traffic webcams in Christchurch, 
which can help students determine, 
in real time, different measurable 
problems that can be illustrated 
without leaving the classroom.

‘We will look at traffic movements  
and density using the traffic 
webcams,’ says Sue-Tang. ‘These are 
great as it allows us to take a virtual 
field trip and we don’t have to sit on 
the side of the road breathing petrol 
fumes while counting cars.’

‘The road code is one thing all New Zealander can agree 
on as vital to everyone’s safety,’ she says. ‘It’s important 
that students have an opportunity to see why the rules  
exist by investigating data themselves.’

Road safety isn’t magicmagic
It isn’t magic. 

Bev Sue-Tang,  

Head of  
Mathematics  

of Kaiapoi High  

School, says integrating 

community mindedness 

with everyday math 

problems is simply a 

no-brainer. Students are 

picking up concepts that 

marry mathematics with 

road safety awareness, 

without much extra effort.

.



a foundation for 
VocationaL pathways

Learning experiences based on the 
NZ Transport Agency literacy and 
numeracy resources can provide 
evidence for six unit standards 
(26622–26627), which constitute 
one option for meeting the literacy 
and numeracy requirements for 
NCEA Level 1.
Meeting the Level 1 literacy and 
numeracy requirements is also 
necessary for all students working 
towards NCEA Level 2 and for gaining 
a Vocational Pathway Award.
Other ways to meet these 
requirements are described on the 
website nzqa.govt.nz (search for 
Level 1 literacy).
Vocational Pathways support 
students to plan how they could 
achieve NCEA Level 2 while gaining 
skills and knowledge relevant to 
further training and careers in a range 
of industries.
Practising active citizenship through 
safer journeys supports the principle 
of embedded literacy and numeracy. 
It grounds students in the values and 
decision-making skills they will need 
in order to contribute to safe road use 
in everyday life, including work 
settings. 
References to safe road use appear 
across the Vocational Pathways. For 
example, standards for core driving 
knowledge and skills are 
recommended or sector-related for 
construction and infrastructure, 
primary industries and social and 
community services. Employers in 
many industries say they value young 
people who have a driver licence as 
prospective employees.
More information: youthguarantee.
net.nz/vocational-pathways/.

Roger the Road Hero is taking shape at John Paul College, where students 
are drawing up their creation and giving him powers to protect fellow 
citizens on the roads.

The year 12–13 careers class at this Rotorua school has started learning 
with the NZ Transport Agency literacy and numeracy resources.

The superhero activity is getting students thinking about how citizens 
– ordinary as well as super-powered – belong, matter and make a 
difference to the safe use of our roads.

Teacher Sheryl Hewitson says the resource is well structured, making it 
easy to plan a progression of activities as the year proceeds.

‘The idea of being a good citizen fits in with our overview of young 
people leaving school well prepared for the outside world. I get the 
students thinking about where they are going after school and where 
they will fit in as good members of society.’

Sheryl says the literacy and numeracy resource will help students build 
on their own knowledge and then use what they know to make good 
decisions about how they travel. 

‘We want them to come to their own perspectives on what is the right 
thing to do,’ she says.

In addition, students in the careers class have the opportunity to do a 
driving course to complete their learner licence. 

college 
students  
learn with 
transport 
agency 
resources

http://youthguarantee.net.nz/vocational-pathways/
http://youthguarantee.net.nz/vocational-pathways/
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Digital technologies assessment resource  
is available online. Read how Lincoln High School 
students put it through its paces.
Students achieved NCEA level 1 credits by creating websites 
aimed at informing teenagers and children about staying safe 
on the roads.

Members of the year 11 class say it was a challenge to use 
design and function effectively to communicate their 
messages. Design needed more thought than just running  
with what looked pretty.

‘I took my website’s purpose and brainstormed all the things it 
related to, until I found one I thought would work as a design 
theme,’ says one student.

Here’s how teacher Christine Hamilton supported  
her students:
•  Downloaded the NZ Transport Agency  

QAAM certified Level 1 digital technologies assessment 
resource from:  
education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/secondary.

•  Adapted the resource to create a teaching plan that used 
achievement standards 91046 and 91073 for assessment.

•  Took students through a technology practice process 
including brief development, meeting stakeholders,  
concept design and website development. 

Students chose their concept and their target audience. 

‘They owned it, they were more enthusiastic about it,  
rather than if I had said we’re all going to do this one topic,’ 
says Christine.

Stakeholders who met the class included web developers Paul 
Hutton and Melissa Fenwick, and Carolyn Bennison, youth 
road safety advisor at Selwyn District Council.

‘I showed them the various media used to promote road safety 
messages, and why it is important to know your target 
audience and how to best reach it,’ says Carolyn.

NCEA STUDENTS CREATE  

ROAD SAFETY WEBSITES

 They were very enthusiastic and fully 
engaged. They were interested in each 
other’s websites and commenting, giving 
feedback on the content in relation to 
target audiences. 
CHRISTINE HAMILTON   
Lincoln High School

Several students said their time and 

effort designing websites helped 

reinforce what they learned from 

researching road safety.

KIA PAI TO HAERE IS A FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM RESOURCE  
FOR MĀORI-MEDIUM KURA AND CLASSROOMS 
This resource provides guidance for kaiako planning 
contextualised learning. It is based on a kaupapa that 
keeping whānau safe on a journey is everyone’s work.

The resource is designed using SOLO Taxonomy,  
Te Marautanga o Aotearoa and Te Aho Matua. It is written 
by experienced educators Maria Sheridan and Ruth Tate  
in consultation with Pam Hook.

The resource develops, connects and extends student 
understanding so that they can create actions (or 
resources) that will help keep our people safe on a  
journey within the wider road network.

Learning areas: Te Reo Māori, Pāngarau (Maths),  
Pūtaiao (Science), Hangarau (Technology), Tikanga-ā-Iwi 
(Social Sciences), Ngā Toi (Arts), and Hauora (Health). 
Levels  1 to 4. 

Freely available to download, modify and use:  
education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/primary

http://education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/secondary
http://education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/primary
http://education.nzta.govt.nz/resources/primary


find party in the car and Other curriculum resOurces Online: education.nzta.govt.nz/resources
backgrOund tO nz rOad safety campaigns:  www.nzta.govt.nz/about/advertising

Braden Faavae, a secondary English teacher, adapted NZTA 
curriculum resources to add depth to study of advertising.
A memorable ad on TV or in print 
might rouse your emotions, stick 
in your mind and become a topic 
of conversation. It’s another 
matter whether the ad achieves  
its purpose.

With road safety campaigns, 
the ultimate outcome is safer 
behaviour by road users.

‘Getting it right may save lives,’ 
says Braden, who is a learning 
advisor for English at Christchurch 
secondary school Unlimited 
Paenga Tawhiti.

In Term 1, Braden helped his year 
11 and year 13 classes analyse road 
safety advertising as examples 
of visual texts. He used the 
NZ Transport Agency NCEA 
resource Party in the Car as a 
starting point for planning his unit.

Braden says he experienced rich, 
invigorating conversations with 
both classes, due in part to the 
significance of road safety as a 
social issue. Many students are 
or soon will be novice drivers and 
they could see the relevance of 
road safety to their own lives.

‘It’s given a greater sense of 
purpose about what we’re doing. 
We’re looking at current and 
historical issues in New Zealand 
about how we relate to each other 
as a society. Having that behind 
us enables us to have much 
deeper conversations about the 
advertising.’

Braden showed students 
examples from leading road  
safety campaigns here and 
overseas, to demonstrate textual 
elements which are designed to 
generate change.

Analysing these examples helped 
students think critically about 
advertising in general because 
the same techniques are used 
to promote sales of everyday 
products like soft drink.

The classes went on to create 
their own concepts for road safety 
campaigns. Their brief was to 
focus on risk factors that young 
drivers are less aware of, such  
as night driving and getting 
distracted by passengers. 

It’s given a greater 
sense of purpose about 
what we’re doing.
Braden Faavae,  
Unlimited Paenga Tawhiti
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After teachers checked students’ prior knowledge, they 
moved on to challenges like the ramp. In this activity, 
classes experimented with materials to slow down model 
cars on a long steep ramp, simulating real-life engineering 
solutions like road bumps.

‘The link to road safety made learning about forces real,’ 
said	the	 teachers.	Here’s	what	else	the Lincoln	team	said:

•	 ‘We	were	surprised	by	the	intensity	of	interest	and	how	
much the students got into this unit.’ 

•	 ‘The	unit	worked	because	it	allowed	us	to	pick	and	
choose objectives and activities to meet the needs of 
our students.’

•	 ‘Our	philosophy	in	teaching	science	is	to	help	students	
make sense of the world around them and this topic 
helped. Science gives students the knowledge to make 
their own choices. We want our students to make 
decisions based on science and logic, rather than just 
remember rules.’

•	 ‘Definitely,	more	students	understand	force	and	motion	
because we taught it this way. They understand it much 
better than if we had just put equations about forces 
on the board.’ 

Lincoln	teachers	said	the	trial	of	the	
NZTA resource has encouraged them 
to use more real-life contexts in 
science. Relevant contexts get 
students interested, help them 
understand key concepts, and lead 
into deeper learning.

Students created road safety posters and leaflets displaying their 

knowledge of forces.

Secondary teachers and 
students put NZTA 
curriculum resources 
through their paces during 
trials earlier this year.

 All four trials exemplify the 
New Zealand Curriculum in  
action beautifully. 
Education consultant Mary Chamberlain is 
evaluating trials of NZTA secondary curriculum 
resources in four schools. She says she was 
impressed during her visits.

Lincoln High School teachers trialled the 
NZTA’s science unit with year 9 classes. 
Written by Pam Hook, the unit is a 
flexible plan about forces in the context 
of vehicle safety.



Pictured are signs and posters created by students who responded 
with energy and enthusiasm to a lesson putting art to a road 
safety purpose.

The	unit	was	written	for	the	NZTA	by	Wellington	East	Girls’	College	
teacher	Hayley	Carleton	and	trialled	by	head	of	art	Ros	Cameron.

The two teachers said the aim was to deepen student 
understanding of pedestrian safety issues, such as the distraction 
of mobile phones and iPods.

‘At the same time we wanted students to learn about the design 
process and the relationship of text and images in creating an 
idea. We wanted them to produce artwork that would engage 
other teenagers because it was positive, light-hearted, humorous 
and educational.’

Students looked at how safety advertisements can balance fun 
and serious elements. They then researched hazards they noticed 
when coming to school. 

‘Taking time to investigate thoroughly meant that what students 
came up with in terms of their artwork was solid. It means they 
are doing the learning and embedding it in their own practice.’

Student self-evaluations indicated some behaviour change. 
For example, a student said she now unplugs her iPod and stops 
texting when crossing the road.

Positive pictures

 It’s about them and their  
lives. Each student had a  
unique personal idea and that’s 
something we always aim to 
achieve in our art units.  
WEGC art teachers

SeCondary art StudentS Create their own 
PiCture of Staying Safe on City StreetS

Share your StorieS  The NZTA education website helps teachers share what works in road safety education. Read about other schools and send in your own articles, using an easy online submission form. Potential topics: road and rail safety in the curriculum, school ethos and organisation, partnerships in the community, and how you use NZTA resources. Visit: education.nzta.govt.nz/stories



wellington college students 
investigate veHicle stopping 
distances during statistics lessons.
Sparking a chain of thinking and action was the aim 
when Wellington College teachers created and trialled  
a statistics unit for year 9 and 10 students. 

Sarah Howell and Martin Vaughan wrote the resource for 
the NZ Transport Agency. It is a comparative investigation 
of stopping distances under different conditions.

The teachers wanted to create a practical example of the 
Problem, Plan, Data, Analysis and Conclusion (PPDAC) 
enquiry cycle that is emphasised in the New Zealand 
Curriculum. 

In this case, the raw material was a random sample of 
stopping distances at different speeds and in wet and dry 
conditions. Students asked questions, investigated the 
data for themselves and shared their own conclusions 
about the impact of speed and conditions on safe driving.

Here’s what teachers involved in the Wellington College 
trial with year 10 classes said about the resource:

•	 ‘Worthwhile, useful and particularly well-prepared. 
Teacher-friendly and adaptable with a relevant context 
and an authentic data set.’

•	 ‘We were impressed by how much the students really 
thought about the context, and we were impressed at 
the depth of some of their insights. They came up with 
things you might not expect – they were aware of 
potential differences in stopping abilities 
of older and newer model cars or of 
modified cars with lowered suspension, 
for example.’

•	 ‘Students can rail at being told 
something – like lower your speed – but 
they can’t rail at asking questions and 
investigating data themselves, or at 
sharing conclusions and being asked 
to think about how we can improve 
on these statistics.’

Stats classes put 
the brakes on

planning aHead for 2013  

Secondary curriculum resources are 

available in PDF and Word format, 

meaning teachers can select and 

modify content to fit with term 

planning. Safer journeys is a context 

close to the lives of young people, 

and resources cover English, Science, 

Maths with Statistics, Health and PE, 

Drama, and Art and Design. 

Visit: education.nzta.govt.nz/ 
 resources


